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Between Russia and the eu

-A beneficial geographic location and a well-developed transport infrastructure 
are advantages of the Republic of Belarus.

-the countries of europe are traditional sales markets for Belarusian metallurgy, 
oil refining, petrochemicals, fertiliser manufacturers and wood processing. exports 
of foodstuffs and engineering products are mainly destined for Russia.

-state-owned enterprises account for over 70% of the Belarusian economy.

-Participation in the common economic Area together with Russia and Kazakh-
stan creates preferential access to raw materials and financial resources for Belarus 
in 2012.

Belarus is located in the centre of europe with a population of about 9.5 million 
people.

Belarus borders on Poland, Russia, ukraine, Lithuania and Latvia. the main high-
ways and railroads from the eu to Russia forming part of the cross-border corridors 
moscow – Berlin, st. Petersburg – Bucharest, Kiev – Kaliningrad traverse the country.

the six administrative regions of Belarus are minsk, Gomel, Grodno, Brest, mogilev 
and vitebsk, with the city of minsk as capital.

more than 1.9 million people, the majority of the population of Belarus, live in 
minsk. the population of minsk, Gomel and Brest regions is estimated at 1.4 million 
people with about 1.1 million people living in vitebsk, mogilev and Grodno regions.

distances between minsk and the capitals of neighbouring countries are: mos-
cow – 700 km, Kiev – 600 km, Warsaw – 600 km, Riga – 500 km, vilnius – 200 km.

Key economic indicators

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012f 2013f

Population (eop, mn) 9,51 9,50 9,48 9,47 9,43 9,40

nominal GdP (usd bn) 60,8 49,2 54,7 55,1 50,5 53,4

Real GdP (% yoy) 10,2 0,2 7,6 5,3 3,0 4,0

GdP per capita (usd) 6400 5200 5800 5800 5350 5700

Industrial output (% yoy) 11,5 -3,1 11,7 9,1 6,0 6,0

unemployment rate (%) 0,8 0,9 0,7 0,6 1,0 2,0

nominal industrial wages (% yoy) 28,5 9,5 25,3 59,2 75,0 25,0

consumer prices (avg, % yoy) 14,8 13,0 7,8 53,2 60,0 22,0

consumer prices (eop, % yoy) 13,3 10,0 9,9 108,7 30,0 20,0

General budget balance (% of GdP) 1,4 -0,7 -2,6 2,3 -0,5 -1,0

current account balance (usd bn) -5,0 -6,1 -8,3 -5,7 -2,8 -3,8

current account balance (% of GdP) -8,2 -12,5 -15,0 -10,4 -5,5 -7,1

FdI (net, usd bn) 2,2 1,8 1,4 3,9 3,0 3,0

official FX reserves (usd bn) 3,1 5,7 5,0 7,9 6,3 5,3

Foreign debt (% of GdP) 24,9 44,8 51,6 62,3 73,3 74,9

euR/BYR (eop) 3058 4108 4025 10800 11800 13800

usd/BYR (eop) 2200 2863 3000 8350 9200 10600

1. GeneRAL 
InFoRmAtIon

this document does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe 
for or purchase any securities and neither this document nor anything 
contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment 
whatsoever. this document is being furnished to you solely for your 
information and may not be reproduced or redistributed to any other 
person. Any investment decision with respect to any securities of the 
respective company must be made on the basis of an offering circular 
or prospectus approved by such company and not on the basis of this 
document.



Warsaw – Minsk – the direct distance between cities 550 km.
Kiev – Minsk – the direct distance between cities 556 km.
London – Minsk – the direct distance between cities 2202 km.
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the last year was a tough year for the Belarusian economy. early in 2011 the 
country faced a balance of payments crisis (usd 1.34 bln. shortfall in 1Q 2011) 
translating into scarcity of foreign currency in the market. on the one hand, the 
BoP deficit was attributable to persistent negative current account balances (in-
crease from usd 1.4 bln or 4% of GdP up to 8.3 bln or 15% of GdP through 2006 
to 2010), largely due to external trade operations. the main reasons behind rising 
trade deficits include factors such as gradual withdrawal of energy subsidies by 
Russia, phased transition to market gas prices; soft monetary and fiscal govern-
ment policies, including ample administrative lending under government programs 
and an increase in the wage bill, which boosted domestic demand and prompted 
expansion of imports. Another important trigger for the rising trade deficit last 
year was a rush for car imports in the run-up to unification (and, as a result, sub-
stantial increase) of local import customs duties with Russian ones in the context 
of ongoing integration between the two countries. on the flip side, the intake of 
external borrowings and foreign direct investment early last year was insufficient 
to cover the shortfall on current account due to, turbulence in world financial 
markets, among other factors.

to defend the existing fixed exchange rate regime the central bank had to 
increase its interventions in support of the ruble. this led to a sharp drain on the 
country’s FX reserves (by a quarter in 1Q 2011 from usd 5.0 bln down to usd 3.8 
bln). In the end, the national bank had to stop its interventions in the FX market 
and resorted to a number of administrative measures, so as to prevent further ero-
sion of FX reserves. the restrictions introduced in the FX market led to the emer-
gence of multiple exchange rate practices, sharp depreciation of the black market 
exchange rate of the Belarusian ruble (BYR) resulting in an inflationary surge.

In response to the challenges the government and the national bank tightened 
monetary and fiscal policies, significantly devalued the national currency and in-
tensified efforts to bring external funding into the country’s economy. thus, the 
key interest rate was gradually hiked by the national bank from 10.5% to 45% 
during the year; the volume of liquidity support operations was substantially limit-
ed. From June 2011 the Regulator suspended lending under government programs 
through money emission. By the end of october the central bank managed to unify 
the exchange rate and switched to a managed float regime, allowing for only mar-
ginal interventions by the Regulator to dampen short-term exchange rate volatility.

on the other side, in the second half of the year the Belarusian authorities suc-
ceeded in raising sufficient external funding, which more than offset the country’s 
needs in foreign currency (including the current account deficit, which narrowed 
by 30% to usd 5.8 bln) and brought the country’s FX reserves up to a historic high 
of nearly usd 8 bln by early 2012. the required funding was mainly provided on 
the back of intensified integration within the customs union of Belarus, Russia 
and Kazakhstan and the common economic Area functional from 1 January 2012.

In June 2011 Belarus signed an agreement with the eurasian development 
Bank (eAdB) on a usd 3 bln loan from the bailout fund of the eurasian economic 
community (eurAsec) in support of its stabilization program. Last year Belarus 
received a total of usd 1.24 bln, which came in two tranches. the loan is pro-
vided in exchange for a number of policy measures under the eurAsec stabilization 
program, including restrictions on wage increases and spending cuts under gov-
ernment programs, a gradual rise in tariffs for utilities and public transport, while 
stress is placed on the privatisation program worth an annual usd 2.5 bln over the 
period 2011 - 2013. In this regard, privatisation of Belarusian gas pipeline opera-
tor Beltransgaz was completed at the end of the last year by Russian oil and gas 
company Gazprom, adding another usd 2.5 bln to the country’s FX reserves. Fur-
thermore, in december 2011 Russian sberbank together with eAdB made a usd 
1 bln syndicated loan available to Belarusian potash producer Belaruskaly with 
the loan proceeds partially recorded to the country’s international reserve assets.

2. BeLARusIAn 
economY 2011 – 

eARLY 2012.
tHe WAY FRom cRIsIs 

to steAdIness. 
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Finally, in support of deeper integration between the two countries Belarus 
and Russia inked important energy agreements late in the year. under these docu-
ments Belarus is provided a substantial discount of almost 40% on the price of 
natural gas imported from Russia (from usd 265 per thsd m3 in 2011 down to 
roughly usd 165 per thsd m3 in early 2012) and keeps enjoying privileges on oil 
supplies (duty-free oil imports to Belarus, Russian export tariff applied to oil prod-
ucts processed from Russian crude and delivered to europe (66% of the crude oil 
tariff) with revenue accruing to the Russian budget). Benefits for Belarus from the 
oil and gas agreements are estimated at some usd 2–3 bln annually.

tighter monetary and fiscal policies in the second half of 2011 coupled with 
financial assistance from Russia helped to attain macroeconomic stability early 
this year. As a result of almost threefold devaluation of the local currency boost-
ing competitiveness of Belarusian exports, temporary administrative measures to 
limit imports, as well as tougher policies the deficit of foreign trade in goods and 
services shrank by almost 80% to usd 1.6 bln in 2011 versus usd 7.5 bln a year 
ago. export growth surpassed import growth (60% and 30%, respectively). In 
1Q 2012 the current account registered a surplus of over usd 100 mn. Improved 
FX liquidity amid higher FX export proceeds and inflow of external funding relieved 
pressures on the local currency and allowed its appreciation by 6% to the currency 
basket since introduction of a single exchange rate in october 2011 by the year-
end. In early 2012 the BYR remained stable contributing to a slowdown in inflation 
rates to less than 2% on average monthly against 6% monthly in the second half of 
2011 and accumulated 108.7% in 2011 (december-to-december). 

despite a number of difficulties, Belarus posted 5.3% growth last year. GdP 
growth continues this year at moderate rates. subsiding inflation allowed the na-
tional bank to switch to gradual relaxation of monetary policy and reduction of the 
refinancing rate to 31% by July 2012, so as to support economic growth. Further 
development of Belarus’ economy depends on raising external funding to support 
growth, monetary and fiscal policy measures in the short-run, as well as imple-
mentation of structural reforms in the long-run and external environment outlook.

 

2.1. selected economic indicators and forecasts. 
moderate development with the support of external 
factors

2.1.1. Gross domestic product

up to 2009, Belarus registered a long-lasting high-growth period, with GdP 
growth averaging at 10% through 2004 to 2008. the country also managed the 
global financial crisis 2008/2009 well due to ImF help and supportive policies for 
household demand and investment. Recession was avoided as opposed to neigh-
bouring Russia and ukraine, and real GdP remained broadly flat (posting marginal 
increase of 0.2% yoy). Growth returned afterwards amid devaluation-supported 
exports, though at slower rates – 5.3% yoy in 2011 and a modest 2.9% yoy in 
1H 2012 – through government measures to tackle external imbalances and FX li-
quidity crisis. According to ImF data, Belarus ranks 59-th out of 183 countries in 
terms of GdP at purchasing power parity: usd 141 bln in 2011 (usd 14 900 per 
capita).

this year refocusing on GdP growth represents a clear shift in government pol-
icy in comparison to H2 2011, when macro stability was the main policy goal and 
growth targets took a back seat. GdP growth is forecast to continue at a modest 
3–4% in 2012–2013. 

The largest deal in 2011 was 
the sale of the last 50% of JSC 
“Beltransgas” shares to Russian 
JSC “Gazprom” at a price  
of euro 1.8 bln.

Macroeconomic stabilisation in 
2011 was achieved due to credit 
and fiscal policy reinforcement, 
triple devaluation of the national 
currency, import restrictions, 
retention of foreign loans and the 
JSC “Beltransgas” share sale.
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Potential drivers for GdP growth this year are seen in the gradual recovery of 
domestic demand boosted by government efforts to restore real household incomes 
(so as to avoid massive workforce migration) and some easing of monetary policy, 
as well as a positive contribution from net exports to GdP thanks to cheaper gas 
prices and sizeble increase in oil sales to the eu. on the other hand, export expansion 
potential will be limited by the fading devaluation effect and slower growth perspec-
tives in europe and Russia. the official forecast envisages higher GdP targets for 
2012 at 5.0–5.5%.

2.1.2. Inflation and interest rates

Historically, Belarus is a country with high inflation rates. In terms of average 
annual inflation rates in 2001–2010 Belarus (21% yoy) left its neighbours behind: 
Russia with almost 13% yoy inflation and ukraine with slightly over 11% yoy. Rela-
tive success was achieved in fighting inflation over the last 5–10 years through 
to 2011, with cPI avg. going down from 170% yoy in 2000 to roughly 8% yoy in 
2010. extensive administrative price controls and a fixed exchange rate made a size-
able contribution to price stabilization during the period. certain price liberalization 
measures were taken in 2009-2011, though prices for socially-sensitive goods and 
services remain under state control. 

Last year, fuelled by ruble devaluation, cPI 2011 eop surged to 108.7% and aver-
age inflation accelerated to 53.2%. International auditing companies assigned hyper-
inflation status to Belarus. In order to tame inflationary pressures the national bank 
resorted to tighter monetary policy and hiked the key rate from 10.5% to 45% in 2011. 

monetary and fiscal restraint led to significant slowdown in cPI to accumulated 
10.5% Ytd (1H 2012) with price increases this year mainly stimulated by adjust-
ment of administratively regulated, and so far contained, prices for utilities, trans-
port, oil products, staples, and the like. subsiding inflation allowed nBB to resort 
to gradual reduction of the key rate from 45% to the current 31% and targeted 
20–25% by the year-end.

We forecast inflation to run over at 20% in 2012 and to remain in double digits 
over the next few years. success in fighting inflation will ultimately depend on the 
willingness of the government to implement necessary monetary and fiscal measures 
to keep money supply under control (positive real interest rates, budget restraint, caps 
on administrative lending, moderate real wage growth) and the ability to ensure short-
term FX capital inflows either through loans or privatisations. According to the official 
forecast, prices are expected to rise by 19–23% by the end of the year. 

Growth is moderating, inflation slowing down
GDP & Inflation, %
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During 2012-2013 moderate 
GDP growth of 3% is expected. 
Main growth factors are internal 
demand stabilization, ease 
of monetary policy, export 
increase, decrease in the Russian 
export gas price, and the 2011 
devaluation effect.
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2.1.3. Balance of payments (current account  
& external funding) and FX reserves

Belarus runs a persistently high current account deficit, largely amid trade defi-
cits. the shortfall on cA widened significantly from usd 1.4 bln or 3.9% of GdP to 
usd 8.3 bln or 15% of GdP through 2006 to 2010. the growing imbalances were 
triggered by higher energy prices due to withdrawal of gas and oil subsidies by Rus-
sia and stimulus policy measures (higher wages, active lending under government 
programs) underpinning domestic demand. 

External trade balance, cumulative total, USD mln
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deficits on cA were traditionally covered by external borrowings and privatisa-
tion proceeds. major external funding in 2009–2011 came from an ImF stand-By 
Agreement worth usd 3.5 bln, successful sovereign usd 1.8 bln eurobond place-
ments, Russian loans, and a eurAsec loan facility.
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FdI inflow increased from usd 0.35 bln to usd 3.9 bln over the years 2006– 
2011, though remains rather low in terms of percentage of GdP (roughly 7%). the 
bulk of FdI comes from case-by-case privatisation deals such as the Beltransgaz 
privatisation completed in 2011, and, to a much lesser extent, reinvested profits by 
foreign companies operating in the market. 

In 2011 the Belarusian economy 
was hyperinflationary. The official 
forecast for price increases for 
2012 is 19-22%.
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the crisis triggered rebalancing of external accounts: overall cA deficit con-
tracted to usd 5.8 bln in 2011, and the external financing gap was completely 
covered. cA deficit was more than offset by massive capital inflows in december, 
largely from Russia, resulting in a sizeable increase in the country’s FX reserves. 
these now exceed usd 8 bln, a historic high level, and cover over 2 months of 
imports. 

Official FX & gold reserves, USD bn
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the balance on cA is slighty positive in 1Q 2012. A trade surplus of usd 1.7 
bln in 1Q associated with lower gas prices and strong oil sales to the eu, offset 
outflows for oil-related duties paid to the Russian budget plus external debt ser-
vice payments. cA deficit is expected to shrink furhter this year to an estimated 
usd 3.0 bln or 5.5% of GdP.

As a result of ruble devaluation and further borrowings the external debt bur-
den increased last year from usd 28.4 bln or 52% of GdP to usd 34 bln or slightly 
over 60% of GdP. total external debt may rise further to almost 75% of GdP in 
2012, given the effect of BYR depreciation on GdP and rising absolute debt. 

Debt burden increased amid absolute debt and devaluation
Gross external debt
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In 2012 Belarus gold reserves 
reached a historic peak, 
exceeding USD 8 bln.

By the end of 2011 the chronic 
current account deficit was 
overcome due to inflow of Russian 
capital and foreign loans. Foreign 
debt became 60% of GDP and 
could reach 75% of GDP in 2012.
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2.1.4. exchange rate

throughout the period 2004–2009 Belarus was highly successful at maintaining 
a fixed exchange rate of the BYR, which was pegged to the us dollar. In 2009, in 
line with ImF requirements under a stand-By Agreement, the BYR was devalued 
by 20% against the us dollar and re-pegged to a basket of currencies composed of 
the us dollar, the euro and the Russian ruble, which effectively reflects the coun-
try’s external trade structure. the targeted band versus the currency basket for BYR 
fluctuations was set at ±5% around the central parity and widened subsequently 
to ±10%. till the end of 2009 the BYR lost another 8% of its value and remained 
broadly stable throughout the 2010 – the year of presidential elections. 

After two rounds of sharp devaluation, which followed in may and october 2011 
(when the BYR depreciated almost threefold), the central bank switched to a man-
aged float regime and inflation targeting implying only minor interventions by the 
regulator supposed to smooth sharp fluctuations. 

this year, on the back of better FX liquidity, the BYR regained stability vs the cur-
rency basket. Reasons for the strength of the BYR include good export results (in 
particular oil trading), FX sales by households, inflow of speculative capital in 2012. 
It remains to be seen, however, whether this stability can be maintained over the 
longer term. economic imbalances represent a latent risk, but as long as positive 
foreign trade conditions remain in place and Belarusian policymakers do not decide 
to excessively soften up monetary and wage policy, the BYR should continue to move 
sideways. Accordingly, we are neutral to positive on the BYR over the short term, but 
over the long term we project the BYR to return to a depreciation path.

BYR regains stability after two devaluations 
BYR exchange rate
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2.1.5. unemployment

A historically low unemployment rate (currently below 1% of the total workforce) 
does not fully reflect the actual state of things. the reasons behind this are un-
willingness by the unemployed to officially register with state employment agen-
cies (negligibly small unemployment benefits and involvement in public works), the 
common economic Area with Russia enabling free labour force migration, a «full 
employment» social policy pursued by the government with respect to state-run 
enterprises.

The official level of unemployment 
(1% of the national work force) 
does not reflect the real situation 
in that it does not record work 
force migration within the 
Common Free Market Zone 
or the number of unregistered 
unemployed.



Brussels – Minsk –  the direct distance between cities 1880 km.
Stockholm – Minsk – the direct distance between cities 1030 km.
Helsinki – Minsk – the direct distance between cities 881 km.
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3.1. the eu and the ceA as priorities 

the Republic of Belarus is a member of more than 50 international organisations 
including the un, the osce, the World Bank, the eBRd and the ImF.

the Belarusian authorities declared programmes of economic development con-
tacts with the countries of the middle east, south America and china over the years 
2008-2011. Areas of cooperation included energy supply, export of Belarusian fer-
tilisers, construction projects of industrial, trade and hotel complexes within and 
outside the Republic of Belarus.

development of projects with new partners has not led Belarus to change priority 
regions for its external trade and investment activities. In 2012 an absolute major-
ity of all political and economic contacts were made with the european union and 
Russia, including cooperation under agreements on customs union and the common 
economic Area of Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan.

3.1.1. Belarus and the european union

the first economic and political contacts between Belarus and the european un-
ion date back to 1991, immediately after creation of Belarus as a sovereign state.

development of external trade as well as receipt of technical assistance from the 
eu for execution of infrastructure projects and of regional and cross-border develop-
ment programmes have become areas of cooperation between Belarus and the eu.

Participation by Belarus in such programmes as eu-tAcIs, the neighbourhood 
and Partnership Instrument and the eastern Partnership enabled implementation of 
about 500 projects in the Republic to a total amount of over euR 300 mln.

oil products and equipment are the main external trade products between Bela-
rus and the eu. oil products accounted for more than 2/3 of all Belarusian exports to 
the eu or about usd 10 bln in 2011. up-to-date equipment and technologies domi-
nate in Belarusian imports from the eu. Imports of equipment and vehicles from the 
eu exceeded usd 3 bln or over 1/3 of total imports from the eu in 2011.

the close proximity of Belarus to european markets supports the interest of eu 
investors in implementing projects in Belarus. Investors from eurozone countries 
contributed about 20% to annual foreign direct investment inflows in 2009-2011.

3.1.2. cooperation with international financial 
organisations

Belarus has been a member of the ImF, the World Bank Group and the eBRd 
since 1992.

the ImF carried out a programme of financial anti-crisis support in Belarus during 
2008–2011.

the ImF stand-by Programme was implemented from January 2009 until march 
2010. the programme was supported by a usd 3.5 bln stabilisation loan allocated 
by the ImF in several tranches. to receive tranches of the stabilisation loan the 
Belarusian authorities took a number of measures coordinated with the ImF on sta-
bilisation of the exchange rate, general budget balance and reduction of the external 
trade deficit.

3. InteRnAtIonAL 
cooPeRAtIon.

oPen FoR dIALoGue 
WItH AnY PARtneR

Belarus participates actively in 
regional partnership programs 
and is developing trade relations 
with the European Union.
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the ImF provided Belarus with technical and consulting assistance at the begin-
ning of 2012.

the World Bank financed projects to a total amount of usd 400 mln approved 
by the cooperation strategy between the World Bank and the Republic of Belarus 
in 2008-2011.

Loans from financial organisations - members of the World Bank Group extended 
in 2008-2011 were intended for infrastructure and environmental projects, includ-
ing a project aimed at eliminating the consequences of the chernobyl nuclear Power 
Plant accident.

the World Bank continued to provide technical assistance to Belarus and pro-
ceeded to development of a new cooperation strategy early in 2012.

the cooperation strategy on financing infrastructure projects and private sector 
development has been effective between the eBRd and Belarus since 2009. to this 
end the eBRd provided more than euR 250 mln by the end of 2011.

In April 2011 the eBRd decided to focus on funding private sector projects in 
Belarus. At the beginning of 2012 the eBRd resumed funding for infrastructure pro-
jects and approved about euR 20 mln financing and technical assistance for refur-
bishing communal power engineering facilities and environmental projects.

3.1.3. Belarus and Russia

Belarus maintains highly developed political and economic relations with Russia 
as compared to other countries.

Areas of cooperation with Russia of crucial importance for Belarus include costs 
of energy imports, terms of raw material supply for the country’s industries, the 
amount and conditions of interstate financing and the possibility of free access for 
Belarusian goods to the Russian market.

the economic interests of Russia in Belarus lie in ensuring transportation of 
Russian goods to eu countries as well as acquisition of assets and implementation 
of investment projects in the industrial, power engineering and real estate sectors in 
Belarus. Russia is a major consumer of Belarusian foodstuffs and machinery.

In december 2011 Belarus reached agreements with Russia on preferential 
terms of natural gas and oil delivery for the period 2014 to 2015. Annual savings of 
Belarus from these agreements are estimated at about usd 3 bln.

Belarus succeeded in reaching agreement with Russia on preferential prices for 
gas imports after the sale of 100% shares of Belarusian gas transit and sale operator 
Beltransgaz to Russian Gazprom.

Preferential terms for oil delivery resulted from participation of Belarus in inter-
state projects between Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus, i.e. the customs union and 
the common economic Area.

3.1.4. Participation in the customs union and the 
common economic Area together with Russia and 
Kazakhstan

the customs union (cu) and the common economic Area (ceA) are forms of 
interstate cooperation agreements between Belarus, Russia and Kazakhstan.

The major economic partners  
of Belarus are the EU and Russia.
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cu members use single rates of duties and single customs rules in relation to 
products coming from third countries. duty-free transfer of goods is allowed inside 
the domestic territory of Belarus, Russia and Kazakhstan. merger of customs terri-
tories and transfer of customs control to the external borders of Belarus, Russia and 
Kazakhstan became effective on June 1, 2011.

Agreements on the cu do not hinder cooperation of cu members with interna-
tional organisations. As a result of Russia’s planned accession to the World trade or-
ganisation (Wto) in July 2012, foreign trade regulation agreed between Russia and 
the Wto will extend to the cu. For Belarus, which has not yet completed negotia-
tions on Wto accession, the new foreign trade regulation could make its machinery, 
agricultural equipment, food processing and consumer goods less competitive in the 
Russian market in the short-run.

Actual cooperation between Belarus, Russia and Kazakhstan within the ceA took 
full effect on January 1, 2012. From this date on, the supranational regulatory body 
the eurasian economic commission becomes operative and coordinates implementa-
tion of ceA agreements.

Participation in the ceA suggests establishment of an open market for goods, 
services, capital and labour force in the territory of its member-states during the 
transition period.

to this end a number of measures are to be taken to harmonize macroeconomic 
policies, including taxation issues, regulation of exchange and interest rates, regula-
tions on capital transactions. the ceA member-states also intend to coordinate the 
rules for state support and subsidies to certain economic sectors as well as to create 
equal investment opportunities.

In the case of successful implementation of ceA agreements Russia, Belarus 
and Kazakhstan plan to create a eurasian economic union from 2015. In addition 
to ceA agreements already concluded the declaration on economic union stipulates 
the existence of a single banking system and introduction of a single currency in 
member-states.

Growth of sales volumes with Russia speeded up from 10-20% yoy to roughly 
40% yoy, which is the first result of Belarus membership in the cu and the ceA 
agreements.

The process of Eurasian Economic 
Community foundation between 
Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus 
will be completed by 2015.



Vilnius

Tallinn – Minsk –  the direct distance between cities 794 km.
Riga – Minsk –  the direct distance between cities 484 km.
Vilnius – Minsk –  the direct distance between cities 191 km.
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4.1. Investment policy of Belarus

the government of Belarus took a number of measures aimed at improving the 
investment climate and entering the toP-30 ranking of countries with the most at-
tractive investment environment in 2009-2012.

domination by the public sector remains a distinctive feature of the Belarusian 
economy. Government efforts were thus focused on improving the investment at-
tractiveness of state-owned assets as well as on opening up opportunities for inves-
tors to modernise or to create manufacturing enterprises and infrastructure facilities 
through public-private partnership projects.

changes to the investment environment consisted in streamlining property regis-
tration procedures and implementing construction projects plus optimising tax regu-
lation and protecting investors’ rights.

the tax burden decreased as a result of abolition of local taxes and the ecological 
tax on oil refining plus reduction of the income tax rate from 24% to 18%.

Investors were granted personal privileges under investment contracts between 
the government and the investor when carrying out investment projects important 
for the government.

to improve the investment climate, in January 2012 the government launched a 
new programme “the strategy of Attracting Foreign direct Investment until 2015”. 
the focus of the program is, inter alia, on reducing the state share in the Belarusian 
economy, privatizing state-owned assets and creating favourable conditions to foster 
development of private businesses in prospective economic sectors.

one of the first government decisions under the programme is decree no. 6 
granting benefits on acquisition of state-owned assets, import of equipment and 
payment of taxes to private enterprises operating in small and medium-sized towns. 
the most significant preference under decree no. 6 is exemption from income tax 
for a period of 7 years for eligible enterprises.

4.2. Privatisation

despite intensification of state asset sales declared and agreed with the ImF, 
privatisation was not a priority of government economic policy in 2009-2011.

the number of privatisation transactions did not exceed 40% of the estimated 
number of targets subject to privatisation. more than 95% of privatisation proceeds 
came from sale of Belarusian gas pipeline operator Beltransgaz shares to Russian 
Gazprom.

state control of each individual privatisation transaction was the basic principle 
of the privatisation process. A list of strategically important companies that are not 
subject to sale was implemented in Belarus. state control of outstanding shares of 
major privatised enterprises in the secondary market was exercised by local authori-
ties enjoying a pre-emptive right to acquire shares.

these were the most commonly applied privatisation methods in 2009-2011:

- direct negotiations with investors interested in acquisition of major and socially 
important enterprises in machinery, chemicals and petrochemicals as well as infra-
structure facilities;

- sale of small and medium-sized enterprises in trade, woodworking plus the 
consumer goods and food processing industries via public tenders and auctions.

4. Investment 
cLImAte.  

In AntIcIPAtIon 
oF PRIvAte sectoR 

eXPAnsIon

Belarus is making efforts  
to improve the investment 
climate in the country. The main 
focus areas are public private 
partnership, tax deduction,  
and bonuses for some investment 
projects.
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Privatisation projects successfully completed during direct negotiations in 2011 
were sale of 100% Beltransgaz shares and about 60% of orsha Aircraft Repair Plant 
shares.

shares of 38 enterprises worth usd 20 mln were sold through tenders and auc-
tions in 2011.

the government offer of shares of insufficiently profitable enterprises was a 
distinctive feature of tenders and auctions in 2010-2011. this did not generate inter-
est among foreign investors and more than 90% of shares were purchased by local 
strategic investors mainly involved in the same industries.

Renewed interest of the government in privatisation in 2012 is associated with:

- more difficult access to foreign debt financing for the industrial and banking 
sectors, increased demand for foreign direct investment;

- conditioning of eurAsec stabilisation loan tranches to Belarus to some usd 1 
bln annually over the period 2012-2013 on at least usd 2.5 bln privatisation pro-
ceeds a year.

the government thus declared its intention to employ new methods of privatisation:

- to cancel lists of companies banned or restricted from privatisation, as well as 
lists of enterprises subject to privatisation within a certain period;

- an investor should be selected on the basis of the best price offered for the pri-
vatisation target. Additional requirements of a social nature will not play a defining 
role in the selection process.

the government established a specialised national Investment and Privatisation 
Agency in order to increase the efficiency of privatisation processes and communica-
tion with foreign investors. development of efficient methods of state-owned asset 
sales in line with the recommendations of the World Bank and the ImF is one of the 
primary objectives of this institution.

Highlights of major transactions

Industry /timing target Bidder stake acquired

energy sector, 2007-2010 Beltransgaz Gazprom, Russia 50%

energy sector, 2011 Beltransgaz Gazprom, Russia 50%

telecoms, 2010 velcom
telekom Austria, 

Austria
30%

Banking sector, 2009 BPs-bank sberbank, Russia 93.27 %

4.2.1. m&A and direct investments 

In 2011 the total volume of implemented m&A projects with a publicly dis-
closed deal value stood at usd 2.56 bln in Belarus – over 4.5 times that in 2010 
(usd 0.56 bln). However, the major contribution to the total proceeds from transac-
tions in 2011 was largely made by the sale of 50% of Beltransgaz shares for usd 
2.5 bln. the overall value of m&A projects last year, beyond the sale of assets by the 
government, amounted to usd 25 mln.

Investors taking part in public tenders and auctions for privatisation of state-
owned companies were largely interested in assets in woodworking, consumer 
goods and machinery.

The peculiarity of 2010-2011 
privatisations was the sale  
of low profit companies mainly  
to Belarusian investors. Starting 
from 2012 privatisation will be 
organized without approved lists 
but according to the attractiveness 
of the investor’s offer.
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Assets of local leasing and insurance companies, foodstuffs and pharmaceuti-
cal retail plus telecommunications operators were of major interest for investors in 
private companies.

Below are the major m&A projects of private companies in 2011:

1. Purchase of 80% of Belarusian B&B Insurance by the international AXA group.

2. Purchase of 50% of Belarusian BPs-leasing by Russian sberbank-leasing.

3. Purchase of 99% of Belarusian pharmacy chain tabina by Bulgarian pharm 
manufacturer sopharma.

4. Purchase of 35% of Belarusian telecom operator Alternative digital network 
by the eBRd.

5. sale of 51% of shares of the Prostore hypermarkets chain to the Belarusian 
triple group by Russian retailer sedmoi Kontinent.

the public policy of encouraging foreign direct investment was based on granting 
personal privileges to investors in green-field projects in 2010-2011. At the same 
time attraction of direct investment in the capital of existing enterprises was condi-
tioned on fulfilment of additional social requirements attached to deals.

As a result, proceeds from the sale of Belarusian Beltransgaz shares to Russian 
Gazprom were the most significant source of investment for Belarus through 2007 
to 2011. the volume of the Belarusian m&A market and the inflow of direct invest-
ment in 2012-2013 will depend on the results of:

- transactions between the government and investors during direct negotiations 
on the sale of major Belarusian enterprises;

- tenders and auctions held by the government for the sale of assets of small and 
medium-sized enterprises;

- adjustment of economic and social requirements of the government to private 
investors.

Net foreign investment, USD billion

2009

0,73 0,43

4,05

2,9 3,0

2010 2011 2012e 2013f
0

1

2

3

4

5

М&A transactions in 2009-2011

Industry m&A number m&A value, usd mln

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011

Banking sector 3 3 n/a 307 35 n/a

Insurance 1 1 n/a н/д
up to usd 

1 mln
n/a

machinery 1 n/a 5 н/д н/д 13

Logistics n/a 1 1 n/a 10
up to usd 

1 mln

Food & Beverages 7 3 2 9 12 10

telecoms n/a 1 2 n/a 460 n/a

In 2011 the most significant 
merger and acquisition deals were 
accomplished in the sphere  
of woodworking, the food industry 
and the machinery-producing 
industry.
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Pharmaceuticals n/a 1 2 n/a n/a n/a

It & Innovations 1 n/a 2 n/a n/a n/a

Woodworking n/a n/a 4 n/a n/a 7

energy sector 1 1 1
up to usd 

1 mln
up to usd 

1 mln
2500

total: 14 11 19 317 519 2531

4.2.2. Investment challenges & outlook 

Government support in 2009-2011 helped to mitigate the negative impact of 
the global crisis on the Belarusian economy. despite strong government regulation 
certain problems that hinder investment were not eliminated by early 2012:

- about 70% of the Belarusian economy is under state control. use of equally 
complex investment procedures for big, medium-sized and small public enterprises 
does not allow flexibility in changing production programmes and deteriorates com-
petitiveness;

- while the labour force involved in the country’s economy is highly-qualified, 
applied technologies suit manufacture of products that are mainly competitive in 
Russia and cIs markets;

- Belarus possesses a limited amount of national natural resources – potash ferti-
lisers, forest resources, raw materials for the construction materials industry. How-
ever, government investment until 2012 was mainly channelled to industries that are 
virtually fully dependent on the import of raw materials and energy products, i.e. to 
oil refining, chemicals and petrochemicals, machine-building;

- while Belarus is located at the intersection of cross-border transport corridors 
from europe to Asia, logistics services are at their initial stages of development.

the Belarusian authorities plan to resolve these problems by means of a pro-
gramme of reforms developed under the auspices of the World Bank, the ImF and 
the Anti-crisis Fund of eurAsec experts. the programme is set to continue up until 
2015 and includes measures to increase the share of the private sector, concentra-
tion of public resources on prioritized projects and to encourage private investment 
in prospective economic sectors.

Pharmaceuticals, biotechnologies, nanotechnologies, manufacture of new mate-
rials, It and telecommunications are considered to be priority areas for government 
investment.

Future government support to private equity involvement in public-private part-
nership projects is likely to be focused on:

- greenfield projects with application of innovative technologies;

- investment projects at existing enterprises with increased exports or import 
substitution in the domestic market as their objectives;

- projects involving public transport, energy and communal infrastructure devel-
opment aimed at reducing budget expenses.

the scope of government participation in public-private partnership will be set 
individually for each enterprise with a state stake and will depend on current ef-
ficiency and competitiveness in external markets. 

The state is planning to implement 
a program for economic reform 
worked out in cooperation with 
the World Bank, the IMF, and 
Eurasian Economic Community 
Firewall experts. This program 
aims to increase the private sector 
share, state support for private 
enterprises and development  
of high technology industries.
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Investment opportunities

Industry Investment opportunities

Financial sector
Rapid growth, open for foreign investors, up-to-date standards  

of corporate governance and reporting

telecommunications 
Low level of development of cable and Internet services,  

room for development of up-to-date infrastructure

Pharmaceuticals Good production base, potential for import substitution

Food processing 
High-quality local resource base, low level of industry 
consolidation, access to the sizeable domestic market  

and the Russian market

Retail trade
undersaturated domestic market, domineered by private sector, 

upside potential in medium-sized towns with high level  
of household incomes 

Wood processing Rich local resource base, low logistics costs

Logistics
Advantageous transit location, underdeveloped logistics 

infrastructure

It & Innovations
Availability of scientific infrastructure, highly-educated  labour 

force, tax concessions and customs privileges applied  
to companies operative in special economic areas

energy sector
Public infrastructure requiring refurbishment and reforms, 

government support to private investment in renewable energy 

machinery
outdated technologies requiring replacement, government support 

to domestic market, broad access to the Russian market

Petrochemicals solid industrial base, access to the Russian energy resources



Vilnius

Prague

Berlin – Minsk –  the direct distance between cities 1145 km.
Prague – Minsk –  the direct distance between cities 1277 km.
Paris – Minsk –  the direct distance between cities 2159 km.
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In 2012, Belarus rose from 91nd to 69th place in the global ranking of ease of do-
ing business published by the World Bank. the country made progress in the spheres 
of starting business, protecting minority shareholder rights, registering property and 
paying taxes1.

5.1. Investment Laws

during the years of independence, Belarusian investment laws have evolved 
remarkably and now accommodate the needs of investment projects of different 
scales in various branches of the economy. special regimes exist for investors in 
small towns and rural areas, residents of free economic zones, residents of high 
technology parks.

5.1.1. General guarantees

Belarusian investment laws set the following basic guarantees for investors:

- guarantee of the right of private property and its protection without discrimina-
tion;

- protection against unlawful acts of government authorities which violate inves-
tors’ rights or cause losses, or both;

- equality of rights granted to national and foreign investors;

- stability of investors’ rights both during and on ending their business activity;

- free disposal of property and profits; and

- protection of investments, which may not be nationalized, requisitioned, or 
subject to measures of similar effect without timely and full compensation of the 
property value and related damages.

compensation for nationalized or requisitioned property should be based on mar-
ket value. compensation should include interest charged on the basis of the official 
exchange rate of the BYR against the respective foreign currency, from the date 
of actual nationalization or requisitioning until the date of actual payment of com-
pensation. the interest rate should in any event be not lower than current LIBoR. 
compensation should be paid in the same currency in which investments are made.

5.1.2. Investment Agreements

An investment agreement may be concluded by an investor directly with the Re-
public of Belarus in order to obtain additional guarantees and incentives from the 
government. the state may be represented by a ministry, state committee, munici-
pal authority, or state concern.

during 2010–2011 the popularity of investment agreements increased, and as of 
may 2012 over 750 of them had been concluded with investors, mostly via municipal 
authorities. An investment agreement is used, for example, in the following cases:

- acquiring a state-owned enterprise or establishing a joint venture with a state-
controlled company to secure a stable legal framework for a project;

5. LeGAL envIRonment 
FoR FoReIGn 

Investments

Please note that this section was compiled by soRAInen Belarus 
as of June 2012 for general information purposes only, free of 
obligation and free of legal responsibility and liability. It does not 
take the form of professional advice and does not cover all laws or 
reflect all changes in legislation, nor are the explanations provided 
herein exhaustive.
therefore we recommend that you contact soRAInen or your legal 
advisor for further information.
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- greenfield investment projects which require arrangements for supplies of pow-
er and raw materials, prices for goods produced by the new enterprise (especially in 
the energy sector);

- large-scale development and construction projects.

An investment agreement may provide for additional legal guarantees by the Re-
public of Belarus to the investor, such as government obligations to provide a special 
tax and customs regime, ecological standards and other conditions material for the 
investor, to issue to the investor all permits and approvals necessary for realization 
of the investment project, to provide additional tax exemptions and preferences. the 
investment agreement may also specify additional obligations of the investor, such 
as to employ and train Belarusian nationals, or to use new technologies. 

An investment agreement with foreign investors may additionally provide for 
waiver of the Belarusian state’s legal immunity. this is crucial for enforcing deci-
sions in disputes arising out of investment agreements. However, as of June 2012 
not a single investment agreement had been tested in a court or international arbitra-
tion tribunal.

Investors initiate an investment agreement with the authority responsible for 
a certain enterprise or industry – normally, a municipal authority, a ministry, or a 
state concern. the same authority negotiates the contents of the agreement with 
the investor and circulates the draft among other interested state authorities such 
as the ministry of economy (pricing issues), the ministry of taxes and duties (tax 
exemptions), the ministry of Justice (legal clarity and compliance of the agreement 
with local laws). negotiations and approval of the draft by all interested authorities 
may take several months. 

5.1.3. concession Agreements

A concession is an agreement by the Republic of Belarus with an investor grant-
ing a temporary right to carry out a specific type of activity related to the exclusive 
competence of the state, or the right to use property (eg, subsoil, waters, woods, 
land other) owned by the state.

concession agreements are of three types:

- full concession agreement (right of property to goods produced remains with 
the concessionaire);

- agreement on division of products (goods produced are divided between the 
concessionaire and the state under the procedure and in the proportion set by the 
agreement);

- concession agreement on services / performance of work (the right to goods 
produced is transferred to the state; the concessionaire only receives remuneration 
for services (work) performed.

A concession agreement is concluded either at a tender or following direct negoti-
ations with the investor (eg, if the investor at its own expense has already performed 
a geological survey of mineral resources to be provided for the concession). 

the official list of objects offered for concession as of June 2012 includes iron-
stone deposits, gypsum, oil shale and clay fields. 

Concession Agreements are 
becoming widespread and give 
the right to resource development.

An investment agreement with 
Belarus can provide the investor 
with additional warranties and 
benefits and enable settlement of 
disputes in international arbitration 
by waiver of sovereign immunity.
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5.1.4. Investment activity in small towns

since 01 July 2012 companies and individual entrepreneurs operating in all rural 
areas and towns  can use the following benefits within 7 years after registration:

- exemption from profit tax on sale of goods, work, services of own production;

- exemption from other taxes and duties, except for vAt, excise tax, offshore duty, 
land tax, ecological tax, natural resources tax, customs duties and fees, government 
fees, patent duties, and stamp duty; 

- exemption from mandatory sale of foreign currency received from sale of goods, 
work, services of own production, and from lease of property; and

- freedom to insure risks with foreign insurers.

5.1.5. Free economic Zones (FeZs)

At present, Belarus has 6 FeZs (one for each oblast (region) administrative cen-
tre, including minsk). At the beginning of 2012, 524 companies were registered as 
FeZ residents.

In order to become a FeZ resident, an investor needs to meet certain criteria, 
such as:

- minimal investment amount is euR 1 million;

- a FeZ resident should produce within the FeZ goods recognized as of own pro-
duction (confirmed by a certificate issued by the Belarusian chamber of commerce 
and Industry), and 

- 70% of the goods should be exported from Belarus. 

FeZ residents enjoy the following main tax benefits:

- exemption from profit tax within 5 years of the date of first declaration of profit; 
afterwards - rate of profit tax decreased by 50%  (i.e. currently 9%), provided that 
the goods (work, services) produced are either exported from Belarus or recognized 
as import-substituting goods, or sold to other FeZ residents;

- supply of goods included in the list of import-substituting goods is subject to a 
reduced, 10% vAt rate; and

- buildings located within the FeZ are exempt from real estate tax.

the special legal regime does not apply to businesses in the area of catering, 
gambling, electronic interactive games, trade, and securities.

5.1.6. china-Belarus Industrial Park

By edict of the President, in June 2012 a china-Belarus Industrial Park (Industrial 
Park) was created for a term of 50 years. the Industrial Park represents an area 
of over 8048 hectares in the south-western part of smolevichi district (close to 
“minsk-2” national airport ).

In the Industrial Park, a special regime of taxation, customs, administrative and 
other regulations applies. A “special economic zone” legal regime is intended to fos-
ter economic, trade, and investment cooperation between Belarus and china. Within 

Investors can use the preferential 
tax regime of any of the six free 
economic zones in case of an 
investment of no less than euro  
1 mln in export-oriented industry.

Significant tax, customs and 
other benefits can be granted to 
investors in smaller towns and 
rural areas. 
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the framework of the regime residents of the Industrial Park are provided with a 
wide range of benefits and preferences.

the status of Industrial Park resident can be granted to legal entities registered 
and implementing investment projects there. the expected priority industries to be 
developed in the Industrial Park are electronics, biomedicine, chemicals and me-
chanical engineering. 

Industrial Park residents enjoy the following benefits:

- for 10 years from the date of registration as residents:

 - exemption from income tax on proceeds from  sale of goods (work,  
 services) of own production manufactured in the Industrial Park;

 - exemption from real estate tax on real estate objects located in the I 
 ndustrial Park;

 - exemption from land tax on land plots in the Industrial Park;

-  in the following ten years the rate of income tax, real estate tax, and land tax 
is reduced by 50%;

- for the first 5 years starting from the year when profit was first declared by a 
resident, the income tax rate on dividends paid by an Industrial Park resident to its 
founder amounts to 0%;

- until 1 January 2027 the income tax rate on royalties paid by Industrial Park 
residents to foreign organizations amounts to 5%;

- until 1 January 2027, the personal income tax rate for employees of Industrial 
Park residents will be 9%;

- full refund of vAt paid for imported goods (work, services), property rights 
used in the design, construction, and equipping of buildings and constructions in the 
Industrial Park;

- until 1 January 2027, exemption from mandatory sales of foreign currency pro-
ceeds received from activities in the Industrial Park;

- exemption from customs duties and vAt on goods (manufacturing equipment, 
components and spare parts, materials and raw materials) imported into Belarus in 
order to implement investment projects in the Industrial Park;

- exemption from payments to innovation funds while performing design and con-
struction work of Industrial Park objects within the boundaries of the Industrial Park;

- other benefits related to social security payments for employees of Industrial 
Park residents, terms of processing matters of foreign labor immigration, and others.

In addition, legal acts set peculiarities of construction of Industrial Park objects 
and infrastructure, in particular:

- investors and Industrial Park residents are entitled to select contractors for 
construction of Industrial Park objects and suppliers of goods for their construction 
and equipping without tenders;

- design, adjustment of project documentation, construction and commission-
ing of Industrial Park objects may be carried out in accordance with technical legal 
acts of china and other foreign countries if project documentation passes public 
examination in Belarus, safety of construction work and materials is guaranteed and 
necessary documentation is drawn up in Russian (Belarusian) (or translation of the 
documentation is provided);

- imported goods for the design, construction, and equipping of Industrial Park 
objects are not subject to mandatory conformity assessment in Belarus.
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Legislation guarantees stability of the special legal regime throughout the life-
time of the Industrial Park.

Incentives and preferences set in the edict do not apply to banks, non-bank credit 
and financial institutions and insurance companies, commercial organizations carry-
ing out lottery activity, gambling, organization and conducting electronic interactive 
games in the Industrial Park.

5.1.7. High technology Park (HtP)

the HtP was created in 2005 to foster development of the It industry. the HtP 
is an area in the eastern part of minsk with a special legal regime lasting until 2020.

the status of HtP resident can be granted to a Belarusian company (including those 
with foreign investments) whose business is:

- analysis, design, and software support for information systems;

- data processing;

- fundamental and applied research, exploratory developments in the field of natural 
and engineering sciences; or

- other types of business activity set by the Government upon approval by the Presi-
dent.

HtP residents enjoy the following tax benefits:

- exemption from profit tax and vAt;

- land plots within the HtP necessary for construction of buildings are exempt from 
land tax throughout the period of construction but not longer than for 3 years;

- real estate on HtP territory (except for leased real estate) is exempt from real 
estate tax;

- dividends paid to shareholders registered in offshore zones are not subject to 
offshore duties; and

- equipment imported to Belarus is exempt from customs duties and vAt, unless 
otherwise provided by international agreements concluded by Belarus.

Furthermore, certain exemptions concern personal income tax paid by employees in 
HtP, and social security payments. Foreign legal entities also enjoy benefits with re-
gard to taxation of dividends, interest and royalties gained from HtP residents. these 
types of income are taxed at the rate of 5%, unless more favourable conditions are set 
by international agreements.

5.2. Bilateral Investment and double taxation 
treaties 

Additional guarantees for foreign investors in Belarus are provided by a number 
of bilateral treaties on avoidance of double taxation as well as agreements on promo-
tion and protection of investments.

As of may 2012 Belarus has agreements on avoidance of double taxation cur-
rently in force with 63 countries: all cIs countries (Georgia excluded), Austria, Bah-
rain, Belgium, Bulgaria, china, croatia, cyprus, the czech Republic, north Korea, 
denmark, egypt, estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, India, Iran, Ireland, 

Minsk High Technology Park  
is a special tax regime zone  
for IT companies.
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Israel, Italy, Japan, south Korea, Kuwait, Latvia, Lebanon, Lithuania, macedonia, 
malaysia, mongolia, montenegro, the netherlands, oman, Pakistan, Poland, Qatar, 
Romania, saudi Arabia, serbia, slovakia, slovenia, south Africa, spain, sweden, 
switzerland, syria, thailand, turkey, united Arab emirates, the united Kingdom, the 
united states of America, venezuela, vietnam.

Agreements on promotion and protection of investments currently bind Belarus 
with the following countries: Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Bosnia and Her-
zegovina, Bulgaria, china, croatia, cuba, cyprus, the czech Republic, north Korea, 
denmark, egypt, estonia, Germany, Finland, India, Iran, Israel, Italy, Jordan, Kazakh-
stan, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lebanon, Libya, Lithuania, macedonia, mexico, 
moldova, mongolia, the netherlands, oman, Poland, Qatar, Russia, saudi Arabia, 
south Korea, Romania, singapore, slovenia, sweden, switzerland, syria, tajikistan, 
turkey, the ukraine, united Arab emirates, the united Kingdom, the united states, 
venezuela, vietnam, Yugoslavia.

Belarus is also a party to a number of multilateral treaties on cross-border invest-
ment activity:

- 1965 International convention on settlement of Investment disputes between 
states and nationals of other states;

- 1985 convention establishing the multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency;

- 1993 cIs Agreement on cooperation in the Field of Investment Activity;

- 1997 moscow convention on Protection of Investors’ Rights.

5.3. corporate Laws: setting up a Business in Bela-
rus. main organizational and legal forms3

When setting up business in Belarus, foreign investors choose from a variety of 
corporate forms. the decision on corporate presence in the form of a representative 
office or local legal entity is usually influenced by the regulatory framework, the 
nature of the project, and strategic plans. 

A representative office is a popular form at the initial stage of business. due to 
flexible employment, currency control, and certain other regulations, representative 
offices are often used at the initial stage of business operations in Belarus and for 
certain time even alongside a local legal entity. 

A representative office is in fact a branch of a foreign company with initial func-
tions such as soliciting local customers, procuring orders, arranging for conclusion 
of contracts. these offices could grow comparatively large by headcount and their 
functions become complex and include making contracts, invoicing customers, col-
lecting debts and undertaking other actions which lead to emergence of a permanent 
establishment. this subsequently requires registration of the mother company as 
a tax resident of Belarus; otherwise severe penalties may be levied by the tax in-
spection, taxes may be collected retroactively, and sometimes management is held 
personally accountable. 

Representative offices are accredited by the Belarusian ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs. A foreign company pays state duty equivalent to 65 basic units (approx euR 
615) for each year of accreditation of its representative office in Belarus.

Accreditation of a representative office is issued within 10 days after filing the 
necessary documents. Post-accreditation procedures take at least 2.5 weeks and 
end with opening representative office bank accounts.

more often, the main vehicles for foreign investments in Belarus are legal entities 
established under local laws.

Belarus currently has agreements 
on avoidance of double taxation  
in force with 63 countries 
worldwide and agreements with 
53 on promotion and protection  
of investments.
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5.3.1. commercial Legal entity

5.3.1.1. Forms and types of commercial Legal  
entities

the most common forms of commercial legal entities in Belarus are joint stock 
companies, limited liability companies, and unitary enterprises.

A Joint stock company (Jsc) under Belarusian law is a commercial company 
founded by two or more individuals / legal entities (shareholders). shares in the Jsc 
are securities issued by the company; their issue is registered with the state securi-
ties committee. Any issue / cancellation of shares or increase / decrease of their 
nominal value also requires registration. transactions with shares of Jsc must be 
registered with professional operators in the securities market (specialized licensed 
companies).

under Belarusian law, a Jsc can be of two types: open and closed. shares of an 
open Jsc may be sold freely to any person without the consent of other sharehold-
ers. In a closed Jsc, shareholders have a pre-emptive right to acquire shares offered, 
or under its articles shares may be sold only to a limited range of persons. A closed 
Jsc cannot offer its shares for public subscription.

A unitary enterprise (ue) is a commercial company established by a single owner. 
All assets of a ue are considered as the property of its owner. the authorized capital 
of a ue is not divided into shares. A ue may be sold or otherwise assigned as a whole 
asset complex, including buildings, equipment, inventory, raw materials, ready made 
goods, claims, debts, as well as trademarks and other exclusive rights of the ue. the 
asset complex is considered to be a real property object. In this regard, the asset 
complex plus related rights and transactions must be registered with the national 
cadastral Agency.

A Limited Liability company (LLc) is the most widely used form of business. A LLc 
is founded by two or more individuals / legal entities (any combination is possible). 
shares in a LLc need not be registered. the amount of each share (par value) is usu-
ally equivalent to the amount of shareholder’s contributions to the authorized capital 
of the LLc. shareholders in a LLc have a pre-emptive right to purchase shares of the 
LLc offered to third persons by other shareholders. If none of the shareholders exer-
cises this right, the pre-emptive right passes to the LLc itself. shareholders in a LLc, 
in contrast to a Jsc, may at any time declare their exit from the LLc and after the 
exit receive part of the property of the LLc proportional to the amount of their share.

Legal entities founded by foreign investors may declare the status of a com-
mercial organization with foreign investments (coFI) if foreign contributions amount 
to at least usd 20,000. the main advantage of a coFI is the possibility to form 
authorized capital within 2 years after registration of a legal entity (see section 
5.3.1.2 below). 

LLC is the most widely used form 
of business.
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5.3.1.2. minimal amount of authorized capital and 
number of shareholders

type / form 
of legal entity

minimal authorized 
capital

number of 
shareholders / 

owners

Formation of 
authorized capital

open joint-stock 
company (oJsc)

400 basic units 
(approx euR 3,800)

minimum 2
maximum is 

unlimited

Authorized capital 
should be fully 

paid before state 
registration of the 

company unitary enterprise BYR 1
only 1 owner of 

assets

close joint-stock 
company (cJsc)

100 basic units 
(approx euR 840)

minimum 2
maximum 50

Authorized capital 
should be fully 

paid before state 
registration of the 

company unless the 
company has coFI 

status.

Limited liability 
company

BYR 1 by each 
shareholder

minimum 2
maximum 50

5.3.2. management

management structures are specific for each legal form of company.

5.3.2.1 unitary enterprise

the owner of a ue is the supreme management body. exclusive competence of 
the owner concerns introducing amendments to the ue Articles, increasing or de-
creasing authorized capital, approving annual reports, and decisions on distribution 
of net profits. the owner appoints and dismisses the director of the ue or outsourced 
manager. An owner who is a natural person may personally perform the duties of 
director or outsourced manager.

5.3.2.2. Joint-stock and Limited Liability companies

the structure of managing bodies of a commercial company other than a ue may 
include the general meeting of shareholders, the supervisory board, and the director 
(board of directors).

the general meeting of shareholders (meeting) is the supreme managing body of 
the company. the meeting convenes at annual and extraordinary sessions.

the meeting can decide on issues of reorganizing and liquidating the company, 
amending its articles, changing the amount of authorized capital, electing and termi-
nating the powers of other managing bodies. the competence of the meeting also 
extends to deciding on the company’s entry into transactions with affiliated persons. 
All these issues pertain to the exclusive competence of the meeting.

the establishment of supervisory Board is mandatory only in an open Jsc. the 
competence of the supervisory Board usually covers matters of general manage-

The advantage of a LLC  
is simplicity of foundation  
and management, share disposals 
and shareholder exit.
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ment of the company. specific powers may be granted by the meeting within the 
limits of supervisory Board competence as defined by law. only natural persons may 
be members of the supervisory Board. A member of the supervisory Board may not 
be a shareholder in the company. 

the company may be managed by a sole or collective executive body (the director 
/ Board of directors).  there may not be several managing directors equal in status. 
even if the company has a Board of directors, a director General or chair is also ap-
pointed, and has prevailing power. An outsourced organization or manager may also 
be appointed as the executive body. the executive body is in charge of managing the 
company’s day-to-day activities. 

A foreign citizen may be appointed a director / member of the Board of directors 
in any company. A coFI can hire a director or chairman of the Board of directors 
without a work permit; however, in practice the other members of the Board of 
directors need a work permit.

Appointment of foreign citizens to the supervisory Board requires no special per-
mits or licences.

5.3.3. establishing a company

Generally, incorporation of a company includes the following steps:

- choosing a name for the company and registering this with the municipal authority;

- choosing the future location of the company (“virtual addresses” are not al-
lowed);

- executing the articles of the company and other incorporation documents;

- opening an accumulation account and contributing authorized capital (not com-
pulsory for coFI);

- filing for registration of the company.

Registration of the company is effective from the date when the documents are 
filed. Registration with the tax authorities, social security fund and insurance body 
is accomplished without involvement of the applicant during the next 5 business 
days. other post-registration procedures include production of the corporate seal, 
appointment of the executive body and the chief accountant, opening bank accounts.

state registration takes no more than 1 working day and the whole registration 
process (up to opening bank accounts) should not exceed 1.5 weeks.

5.4. Privatisation

the type of privatisation procedure depends on objects of privatisation, which in-
clude housing, state enterprises, leased state property, state-owned shares. Poten-
tial investors can join the privatisation of state enterprises process at various stages:

- access as new shareholders  during transformation of enterprises into open 
joint-stock companies;

- acquire state-owned shares in existing open joint-stock companies.

the Government adopts a special plan of privatisation and transformation (Pri-
vatisation Plan). 

The process of state registration 
of legal entities in Belarus takes 
1 day, while registration with tax 
and other authorities plus opening 
bank accounts can be completed 
in 4–5 working days.
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A Privatisation Plan is adopted for a 3 year term and sets:

- a list of state open joint stock companies whose shares can be sold to private 
investors; and 

- a list of state enterprises to be transformed into open joint stock companies 
with participation of private investors. 

In late march 2012 the Belarusian Government revised its approach to privatisa-
tion, and the idea of “spot privatisation” was discussed. “spot privatisation” implies 
that subject to agreement on price and undertaking additional commitments (social, 
financial, employment policy-related) an investor could buy an enterprise from the 
state. If implemented,  this new approach may result in significant change of pri-
vatisation laws.  Please follow the quarterly issues of soRAInen Belarus news for 
details or consult your legal advisor regarding these changes. 

5.4.1. Becoming co-founder of an open joint-stock 
company

state unitary enterprises which the state plans to transform into open joint stock 
companies are listed in the Privatisation Plan. the Belarusian state Property com-
mittee  decides on transformation of every enterprise mentioned in the Privatisation 
Plan and announces a contest to choose a private investor – the future shareholder 
of an open joint stock company. the main criterion during selection of the winner 
is the benefits of the investment plan provided by the investor. the winner of the 
contest becomes co-founder of the open joint-stock company alongside the state. 

It is also possible to acquire a share in a privatized company at the stage of sale 
of shares. state-owned shares of joint stock companies established on the basis of 
state unitary enterprises are sold in first turn to the employees of these enterprises 
on privileged terms. only after the sale of shares to employees is completed are 
shares sold to private investors. consequently, at this stage it is more difficult to 
enter the company in the capacity of a strategic investor. 

However, there are more than 50 major industrial enterprises whose shares 
cannot be sold to employees on beneficial terms but may only be sold to strategic 
investors. 

5.4.2. Acquisition of state-owned Jsc shares

the state Property committee organizes the auction or contest where state-
owned shares are sold to investors. the contest or auction is announced in the Be-
larusian mass media and on the committee’s official website www.gpk.gov.by. to 
participate in the contest or auction the investor applies with a set of supporting 
documents. contest participants should also file a tender proposal corresponding to 
the terms of the contest. the winner of the contest or auction becomes a shareholder 
of the company. 

5.5. merger Filing Requirements in Belarus

In Belarus merger filing is mandatory in a number of cases. this means that 
transactions may not be put into effect prior to clearance by the antimonopoly au-

The government is planning  
to approach “spot privatisation” 
under which there will be almost 
no need for advanced planning; 
with an attractive offer and 
business plan, an investor can 
apply for any enterprise in the 
state.

The main privatisation 
approaches: to become a new 
shareholder of an open joint stock 
company, created on the base  
of a unitary enterprise  
or to acquire state-owned shares 
(on the basis of public sale  
or competition).
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thority (department of Price Policy of the ministry of economy of Belarus or depart-
ments of price policy of municipal authorities).

the buyer should apply to the antimonopoly authority for approval of the intended 
transaction in the following cases:

1. transactions where the company and the target operate in the same commod-
ity market (all the following conditions should be met):

 a. the intended transaction relates to acquisition of shares of the target;

 b. the acquirer and the target perform their activity in the same  
 commodity market;

 c. the acquirer’s activity covers more than 30 per cent of a certain  
 commodity market;

 d. the acquirer is a business entity or an individual entrepreneur.

2. transactions with shares of a target holding a dominant position (all the fol-
lowing conditions should be met):

 a. the intended transaction relates to acquisition of shares of the target;

 b. the target holds a dominant position in any commodity market;

 c. the acquirer is a legal entity or an individual or a foreign state or  
 an international organization or their bodies.

 3. Acquisition of the right to influence decisions of a target holding  
 a dominant position (all the following conditions should be met):

 a. the intended transaction may feasibly enable the acquirer to influence 
  decisions by the target;

 b. the target holds a dominant position in any commodity market;

 c. the acquirer is a legal entity or an individual or a foreign state or an  
 international organization, or their bodies.

4. Acquisition of control over the target (all the following conditions should be met):

 a. the intended transaction feasibly allows the acquirer to set the  
 conditions of carrying out business activity of the target or to perform the  
 functions of the managing body;

 b. the acquirer is a legal entity or an individual, or a group of legal entities 
  and/or individuals or a foreign state, or an international organization,  
 or their bodies.

the law provides a limited number of conditions when the acquirer is considered 
to obtain control over the target’s business activity, namely:

- the intended transaction relates to acquisition of 20 per cent of shares of the target;

- the transaction is based on one of the following agreements: contract of sale, 
contract of trust management, joint cooperation agreement, or commission agree-
ment, and

- the book cost of the target’s assets for the latest reporting date exceeds 100,000 
basic units (approx. euR 835,000), or the amount of proceeds from sales for the pre-
vious financial year exceeds 200,000 basic units (approx. euR 1,670,000).

If a particular transaction meets the above criteria, approval of the antimonopoly 
authority should be obtained before undertaking a merger or acquisition of control. 
otherwise, if the transaction leads to occupying or strengthening a dominant posi-
tion and/or to obstructing competition, it can be held invalid.

no filing fees for examining an application or approval of transaction need be 
paid in Belarus.

Approval of the antimonopoly 
authority is obligatory under 
some conditions (the acquiring 
enterprise is the market leader,  
its annual turnover or size of share 
acquired exceed certain limits).
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5.6. Financial regulations in Belarus

5.6.1. Bank accounts

opening a bank account abroad by a Belarusian company requires a permit from 
the national Bank, subject to few exceptions. Foreign companies may open settlement 
accounts in Belarusian banks both in local currency and in foreign currency.

Please note that Belarusian bank accounts cannot be pledged.

5.6.2. currency of settlement and currency  
exchange

Foreign currency can be used in settlements between Belarusian residents only 
in a limited number of cases. settlements between a resident and non-resident may 
be both in local currency and in foreign currency if the national Bank has set the 
official exchange rate of the BYR against the other currency (the list comprises 79 
foreign currencies, including usd and euR). certain limitations as to use of foreign 
currency in settlements with foreign companies may be set in international treaties 
of Belarus.

the level of freedom in local currency exchange depends on the purposes of 
the exchange. For repatriation of investor’s proceeds local currency may be freely 
changed to foreign currencies through the bank. A Belarusian company has to send 
the bank documents confirming the purpose of exchange (e.g. loan agreement, deci-
sion of the general meeting of shareholders on profit distribution).

If a Belarusian company receives foreign currency, in most cases it must sell 30% 
of the proceeds.

5.6.3. Requirements for obtaining a loan from  
a non-resident

A Belarusian borrower requires a permit from the national Bank to obtain a loan 
from a non-resident, if any of the following criteria is met:

- interest rate for a loan in usd or euR exceeds 14%  p.a., or for a loan in other 
currencies the refinancing interest rate of the respective central bank plus 5% p.a.;

- default interest rate exceeds 0.01% daily (3.65% p.a.);

- the loan will be repaid not from the borrower’s account;

- the creditor is registered in an offshore zone;

- the loan is disbursed to the account of a third party;

- additional payments (eg, commitment fee, front-end fee, prepayment fee) are 
provided by the agreement (this criterion is not applicable to loan agreements with 
foreign banks).

The procedure for opening a bank 
account does not require National 
Bank permission. 

Bank accounts opened in Belarus 
cannot be pledged.

30% of currency obtained is to be 
sold at the currency exchange rate 
of the National Bank.

Taking loans from a non-resident 
without National Bank permission 
is accepted under specific limits.
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5.7. Legal status of land and other real property

under Belarusian laws real property includes land plots, buildings and structures, 
objects of incomplete construction, and other objects closely connected with land.

5.7.1. Registration of real property

Real property objects are considered as created only after state registration.

emergence, transfer, and termination of rights to and encumbrances on real prop-
erty as well as transactions with real property require state registration (except for 
lease, sublease and free-usage transactions with buildings and structures and rights 
thereto). Real property transactions requiring state registration enter into force from 
the date of state registration. Failure to comply with this requirement results in 
invalidity of the transaction.

Registration is performed by the local agencies of the national cadastre Agency. 
All information on registered real property is available in the unified state Register 
of Real Property, Rights thereto and transactions therewith (Real estate Register). 
Registration data is open for public use. However, only title holders, their succes-
sors, and government authorities may access a list of all real property objects be-
longing to a particular individual or legal entity.

5.7.2. Land plots

In Belarus, use of land plots is predetermined by their specific designation (e.g. 
agriculture, forest and water fund, inhabited areas, infrastructure). 

designation of land plots may be changed by decision of local authorities.

Belarusian legal entities (including those with foreign investments) can hold the 
following rights and titles to land:

- right of property;

- right of permanent use;

- right of temporary use;

- lease (dominant title to land plots).

Land plots can be transferred into ownership of Belarusian legal entities at auc-
tion.  the law sets an extensive list of exceptions when a land plot may be provided 
without auction.

A right of permanent use of a land plot presumes the right to own and use the 
land plot for the designated purpose without limitation of period. only certain types 
of commercial legal entity can enjoy a right of permanent use of land plots, including:

- agricultural organizations;

-  non-governmental legal entities with regard to land plots used for servicing real 
estate objects owned by the state;

- gardening associations;

- cooperatives for construction and operation of parking places and garages.

the above entities can also be granted the right of temporary use of a land plot. 

In Belarus a land plot follows 
the fate of the real estate object 
located on it.

Only Belarusian legal entities 
(including COFI) can acquire land 
for permanent use.
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this right can be also granted to national and foreign investors carrying out activity 
under concession agreements.

A land plot can be granted into temporary use for a maximum of ten years, with 
some exceptions. the maximum period of temporary use of land plots allocated un-
der concession agreements is 99 years.

Lease agreements can be concluded for a maximum 99 years. the amount of 
lease payments should be set in the lease agreement.

the general rule is that land plots owned by the state are let based on the results 
of one of the following auctions:

- auction for the right to conclude an agreement for lease of a land plot;

- auction for the right to design and construct buildings.

Land plots are provided under lease without holding auctions in limited cases 
set by law. 

5.7.3. Buildings and constructions

Belarus has no codified legal act regulating the status of buildings and structures 
and construction activity. It is possible to distinguish two categories of buildings with 
different legal status – residential and non-residential. 

Apart from buildings and constructions (permanent structures) the law treats the 
following as real property objects:

- isolated premises (parts of the building registered and regarded as separate real 
property);

- objects of incomplete construction.

Buildings and constructions can be owned by foreign legal entities and individuals. 

Rent rates for lease of a state owned building should be set according to special 
rules set in the edict on certain Issues of Lease and Free use of Property and calculated 
in basic lease units (BYR 54,000, i.e. approx euR 5 as of may 2012). Local authorities 
enjoy a right of first refusal to acquire certain buildings and other real estate located 
within their jurisdiction. the list of these buildings and other real estate is set annually 
by local authorities. In practice this right is rarely exercised. However, sale-purchase 
agreements may be registered with the Real estate Register and ownership may be 
transferred to the purchaser only after the local authority decides not to exercise its 
right of first refusal.

5.7.4. mortgage

Belarusian law allows use of real estate as collateral but some restrictions apply.

only the following organisations are allowed to be mortgagees of land plots and 
lease rights to land plots:

- banks with a licence on placement of attracted funds in their own name and for 
their own account on condition of recurrency, interest payment, and maturity;

- the IFc and eBRd, if the mortgage of a land plot (pledge of lease right to a land 
plot) secures repayment of a loan to a Belarusian resident.

Buildings and constructions  
can be owned by legal entities  
and individuals.
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only owners and tenants of a land plot may act as mortgagors (i.e. persons hold-
ing land plots under the title of permanent or temporary use cannot mortgage land 
plots).

mortgage of buildings located on an owned or leased land plot is allowed only on 
simultaneous mortgage of the underlying land plot or mortgage of the right of lease 
to the underlying land plot. consequently, buildings located on owned and leased 
land plots may secure only repayment of bank loans and loan agreements with the 
IFc and eBRd. 

types of liability secured by mortgage of buildings located on land plots held 
under the title of temporary or permanent use are not limited.

mortgage of real estate requires registration with the Real estate Register.

5.8. Intellectual Property Protection

Besides having fairly well developed national legislation on protection of intellec-
tual property, Belarus participates in many international IP agreements administered 
by the World Intellectual Property organization (WIPo).

Belarus is also a party to several regional IP agreements (e.g. eurasian Patent co-
operation within the framework of the cIs), and several bilateral cooperation agree-
ments in the field of industrial property protection. 

5.8.1. Intellectual Property (IP)

Belarusian laws provide for the following types of IP:

- scientific, literary and artistic works subject to copyright protection (including 
software);

- performances, phonograms, transmissions of broadcasting organizations (re-
lated rights);

- trademarks;

- geographical indications (appellations of origin and indications of source);

- trade names;

- inventions;

- utility models; 

- industrial designs; 

- topologies of integrated circuits;

- selection achievements (plant varieties and animal breeds); and

- undisclosed information (including know-how).

copyright and related rights require legal protection due to the fact of their crea-
tion and from the same moment. no formalities are required to enable their protec-
tion. 

trademarks are protected in Belarus only if they are registered through interna-
tional or national procedure.

trade names of Belarusian companies are protected on the basis of registration. 
trade names of foreign companies are protected in Belarus without formalities if 

Protection of intellectual property 
rights is based on international 
agreements and national 
legislation.
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the trade name of the foreign company is registered in a member state of the Paris 
convention or is generally acknowledged therein.

Appellations of origin are protected in Belarus on the basis of national registra-
tion while indications of source are protected on the basis of use.

the right to protect undisclosed information from unlawful use arises irrespec-
tive of execution of formalities (eg, registration). However, know-how and other 
undisclosed information are protected only if all the following criteria are met: in-
formation is of commercial value due to its confidentiality, it is not freely accessible 
on a lawful ground, and the owner of the information takes certain measures to 
protect its confidentiality (issue internal documentation, apply technological and/
or organizational means). under Belarusian law know-how cannot be assigned, but 
only licensed.

Rights to inventions, utility models, industrial designs and selection achieve-
ments are protected only if patents are granted for them. 

Legal protection of topologies of integrated circuits depends on registration with 
the patent body. 

Registration of trademarks, appellations of origin and topologies of integrated 
circuits is confirmed by certificates. 

5.8.2. Patent body and registration of agreements 

the patent body of Belarus is the national centre of Intellectual Property (ncIP). 
the official ncIP website is www.belgospatent.org.by. It contains databases of in-
ventions, utility models, industrial designs and trademarks registered in Belarus. 
these databases are intended for guidance only. official data on applications filed 
(for some types of IP), registered IP, protective documents effective in Belarus, as 
well as changes made in state registers of industrial property are published in of-
ficial ncIP editions.

Licenses, assignments, pledges, and other agreements with regard to industrial 
property rights (except for trademarks and service marks) must be registered with the 
patent body in order to be considered valid. Amendments to these agreements should 
also be registered. the ncIP should be notified of license, assignment, and pledge of 
trademarks and service marks plus amendments to and termination of such agreements.

5.9. employment Peculiarities

employment has a number of peculiarities in Belarus, including a dual contract 
system, certain issues pertaining to employment of management. 

5.9.1. employment agreement

employment relations in Belarus should be formalized by written employment 
agreement. the most common type of employment agreement in Belarus is the em-
ployment contract.

An employment contract is a very specific type of employment agreement which can 
be concluded for a minimum of one year and a maximum of five years. It is more em-
ployer-friendly and is widely used in Belarus for several reasons, including the following:

An employment contract  
is more employer-friendly than  
an employment agreement.
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- the contract provides additional grounds for terminating employment relations 
upon the initiative of the employer;

- the contract cannot be terminated solely upon the employee’s initiative, except 
for material breach by the employer or a good reason (moving to a different city and 
the like).

5.9.2. termination of employment 

All grounds for termination of employment relations are set by law. the parties 
cannot set additional grounds for termination in an employment agreement.

5.9.3. non-competition and confidentiality 

confidentiality clauses may be included in an employment agreement or formal-
ized by a separate confidentiality agreement. the latter option provides the possibil-
ity to claim loss of profit in case of disclosure.

Belarusian laws do not explicitly forbid a clause prohibiting competition (eg, 
prohibition of employment in the same business or in a particular organization af-
ter leaving the company). However, it is not widely applied in Belarus because its 
enforceability is disputable. Arguably, restriction of employment may conflict with 
general principles laid down in the Labour code and the constitution of Belarus.

5.9.4. employment of director

A director’s rights and obligations are set in the employment agreement and in 
the articles of the company. A director may not combine their job with a job as a paid 
employee of another company, except for teaching, scientific work, art, and medical 
practice.

A director cannot participate in the supervising and controlling bodies of the 
company. A director bears full material liability for real damage caused to company 
property.

5.9.5. other forms 

A natural person may perform work on the basis of a civil contract. In that case 
the contractor is not included in the company’s staff list and may independently man-
age their work. the company should organize labour protection of the contractor as 
well as paying social security fees.

A director is prohibited from 
combining their job with other 
paid employment with another 
company, except for teaching, 
scientific work, art, and medical 
practice.
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5.10. dispute Resolution

the judicial system of Belarus includes the constitutional court, common courts, 
and commercial courts. Generally, commercial disputes are resolved by commercial 
courts unless the jurisdiction of common courts is expressly set by law. For example, 
commercial courts cannot resolve commercial disputes in the sphere of intellectual 
property as these disputes are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the supreme 
court (the highest common court in Belarus).

Belarusian national law recognizes arbitration as a means of dispute resolution 
between private parties involved in commercial transactions. some disputes cannot 
be referred to arbitration, inter alia:

- disputes involving rights to real estate located in Belarus;

- disputes over decisions made by the bodies of a company registered in Belarus;

- disputes arising from administrative actions;

- disputes related to state-owned property, including disputes related to privati-
sation of state-owned property and compulsory seizure of property for state needs;

- disputes related to recognition of records in state registers (cadastres) as null 
and void;

- matters related to insolvency (bankruptcy) of companies and individual entre-
preneurs registered in Belarus;

- disputes related to recognition of non-normative legal acts of state bodies and 
local authorities as null and void;

- disputes related to release of arrested property where the property was ar-
rested by a Belarusian state body.

Arbitration can proceed under either self-administered ad hoc or institutional 
procedures and rules. the International Arbitration court at the BelccI (Belarusian 
chamber of commerce and Industry) was established in 1994. Recently another 
international arbitration court, the chamber of Arbitrators at the Lawyers’ Associa-
tion, was established.

Awards of international arbitration courts in Belarus can be annulled by the su-
preme commercial court. Belarus is a party to the new York convention on the 
Recognition and enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (1958). Foreign arbitral 
awards are recognized and enforced in Belarus by commercial courts. Parties may 
refer disputes to a foreign court unless Belarusian courts hold exclusive jurisdiction (for 
example, a local subsidiary of a foreign investor considered as a Belarusian resident, 
could not refer a dispute with a local company to a foreign court).

under Belarusian law foreign court judgments may be recognized and enforced 
in Belarus, if:

- recognition and enforcement is provided by Belarusian laws or by an interna-
tional treaty of the Republic of Belarus, or

- reciprocity in recognition and enforcement of judgments exists between Belarus 
and the country whose court rendered the judgement.

under international treaties judgments of the courts of the following countries 
may be recognized and enforced in Belarus: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, china, 
cuba, the czech Republic, Finland, Georgia, Hungary, Iran, Italy, Kazakhstan, Kyr-
gyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania, moldova, Poland, Russia, syria, tajikistan, turkmenistan, 
ukraine, uzbekistan, viet nam.

the existence of reciprocity with other countries can be checked through diplo-
matic channels.

Foreign arbitration judgments 
are recognised and enforced 
according to international treaties 
of the Republic of Belarus  
or reciprocity.

Belarus has a friendly state 
attitude to international arbitration. 
Cases of non-recognition and 
non-enforcement of foreign 
arbitration judgments  
are extremely rare.
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5.11.  taxes

Belarus has a two-tier taxation system, i.e. state taxes and duties paid to the 
state budget plus local taxes and duties payable in the regions.

5.11.1. main taxes and duties

main taxes and duties levied in Belarus are outlined below.

Personal income tax:

- General flat rate – 12% (including dividends).

Profit tax:

- General flat rate – 18%; dividends – 12%; income from sale of shares in Bela-
rusian companies is taxed at 9%; certain decreased profit tax rates apply to specific 
taxpayers;

- Losses can be carried forward for 10 years;

- transfer pricing methods in use: comparable uncontrolled price, resale price, 
cost plus (the last two are supplementary methods);

- thin capitalisation rules will be introduced as of 1 January 2013.

vAt:

- standard rate – 20%. Reduced rates – 10%; 0.5%;

- no special registration for vAt purposes.

Real estate tax:

- General tax rate – 1% of the residual value of real estate (buildings, construc-
tions, car parking spaces); 2% may apply to objects of incomplete construction;

- For individuals – 0.1% (tax is calculated by tax authorities based on the as-
sessed value of the real estate object).

Land tax:

- In most cases the tax base is the cadastral value of land; rates vary significantly 
depending on the functional use of land. 

tax on income of foreign companies which do not carry out activities in Belarus 
through permanent establishment (Withholding tax).

- Withholding tax is imposed on certain types of income received by foreign com-
panies from sources in Belarus;

- tax rates: dividends and income from sale of shares – 12%; royalties – 15%; 
interest – 10%; freight – 6%; other income (e.g. sale of real estate, securities, ser-
vices – 15%);

- other rates, as well as exemption from taxation of certain income may be set in 
international treaties on avoidance of double taxation. 

social security contributions

- the employee rate is 1% of gross salary; for employers - approx 34-35% on top 
of gross salary. 

- Besides the taxes and duties discussed above, Belarusian laws provide for eco-
logical tax; tax on extraction of natural resources; excise tax, offshore duty, charge 

A simplified Taxation System  
is the regional solution for small 
and medium enterprises and 
developing business.
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for passage of Belarus public roads by foreign vehicles; stamp duty; consular charge; 
state duty; patent duty; and local taxes. 

5.11.2. simplified taxation system (sts)

As an alternative to the general system of taxation, businesses may use the sts 
and pay a unified tax imposed on gross revenues.

In order to use the sts, set requirements on gross revenues within one calendar 
year and number of personnel must be met. depending on circumstances, the main tax 
rates under the sts are 2%; 5%; and 7%.

In addition to a unified tax under the sts, a special tax regime applies to taxpayers 
of: unified tax on agricultural producers; tax on the gambling industry; tax on income 
from lottery activity; tax on income from conduct of electronic interactive games; tax 
on income from handicraft activity; tax on income from supply of services in the sphere 
of agroecotourism; single tax on individual entrepreneurs and other individuals. 

1World Bank “doing Business 2012” report: http://russian.doingbusiness.org/~/media/FPdKm/doing%20Business/
documents/Annual-Reports/Foreign/dB12-Russian.pdf
2For the purpose of this and subsequent sections the amount in euro has been calculated on the basis of the following rate: 
euR 1 = BYR 10 600. From April 1st, 2012 the amount of the basic unit is equal to BYR 100,000. the government may 
adjust the amount of the basic unit from time to time depending on the economic situation in Belarus.
3the decision on privatisation of enterprises which are in municipal property is taken by the local municipal authority.



Vilnius

Prague

Copenhagen – Minsk –  the direct distance between cities 1105 km.
Madrid – Minsk –  the direct distance between cities 3427 km.
Moscow – Minsk –  the direct distance between cities 720 km.
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Priorbank specialists  

vladimir dedioul
member of the Board 
Теl.: +375 17 289 90 12
vladimir.dedioul@priorbank.by

Andrey Fylazafovich
Head of Investment department
Теl.: +375 17 289 93 12
Andrey.Filazafovich@priorbank.by

oleg Leontiev
Head of Investment-banking division 
tel.: +375 17 289 92 51
oleg.Leontiev@priorbank.by

Priorbank services 

Priorbank offers investors the following services:

1. main investment banking services 

 - complex advice on mergers and acquisitions

 - assistance in greenfield projects.

2. Additional services

 - broker services 

 - asset management

 - depository services.

Advantages of cooperation with Priorbank:

- experience and competence of Priorbank and Raiffeisen Group specialists

- Financial assistance

- Full range of services 

- Business contacts database.
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soRAInen
- Has more than 120 lawyers and tax advisers 

- First law firm in the Baltic states and Belarus where a quality management 
system has been implemented under Iso 9001 standards

- since 1995 serviced more than 7,500 local and international corporate clients 
and advised on close to 35,000 transactions

- International recognition of the firm’s excellence on Baltic and Belarusian 
markets by legal directories chambers, Legal 500, PLc Which Lawyer?, IFLR 1000.

soRAInen is the only fully integrated regional law firm with offices in estonia, 
Latvia, Lithuania and Belarus. since 1995, soRAInen has supported international 
and national investors in all legal aspects of doing business in Baltic states and 
Belarus. to ensure top quality service, the firm operates as a matrix organisation 
with local and regional teams. Working in these integrated teams allows us to 
ensure strong specialisation, know-how sharing and prompt, efficient and reliable 
service across all four offices in any business transaction related to the Baltic states 
or Belarus. therefore soRAInen is often the first client choice not only for local 
complex transactions, but especially for regional projects and clients doing business 
in Baltic states and Belarus.

www.sorainen.com

Kiryl Apanasevich
office managing partner
Теl.: +375 17 306 2102
kiryl.apanasevich@sorainen.com

maxim salahub
Partner
Теl.: +375 17 306 2102
maksim.salahub@sorainen.com

Alexey Anischenko
Partner
Теl.: +375 17 306 2102
alexey.anischenko@sorainen.com


